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Abstract. The DIViM 2015 workshop focuses on different issues and limita-
tions regarding designing intuitive interaction and visualization for mobile ap-
plications and devices, as well as how to overcome these limits through novel 
approaches and techniques. 
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1 Motivation and Objectives 

Current mobile applications (commonly abbreviated as mobile apps or just apps) are 
in many ways different from the conventional desktop applications due to factors like 
the usage of multi-touch gesture interaction, the availability of different sizes of de-
vices, new operating systems, mobile access, the change of usage context in different 
circumstances, and so on.  

The recent advances in mobile paradigm bring new challenges and open issues in 
developing intuitive and interactive mobile apps [1]. In this context, designing intui-
tive interaction and visualization plays an important role for many purposes, e.g., 
improved user experience and aesthetics. In addition, better interaction modes and 
suitable visual representations in mobile apps are critical for a successful execution of 
the users’ required tasks [2]. However, this requires not only an intensive collabora-
tion between the responsible parties – especially the interaction/UX designers, visual-
ization and HCI experts – but also needs focusing on novel interaction and visualiza-
tion approaches and techniques targeting this new mobile paradigm.  

Inspired by the critical role of interaction design and visualization in the current 
mobile app development and the organizers’ previous experience with the related 
fields (i.e., interaction designing, visualization, human experience, perception and 
multimodal input actions, and mobile apps), the workshop aims at creating awareness 
in the related communities to start focusing on novel methods, approaches, and tech-
niques for utilizing the full power of interaction design and visualization in the current 
mobile app development at different levels, from showing the relevant information to 
enhancing user experience.  



2 Workshop Details 

Topics and Themes 
DIViM 2015 is dedicated to observations, concepts, approaches, techniques, and 

practices that allow understanding, facilitating, and increasing the awareness of the 
role of designing and implementing intuitive interactions and visualizations for mo-
bile apps. In this context, topics of interest for paper submissions include, but are not 
limited to: novel interaction and visualization techniques and methods targeting cur-
rent mobile apps and devices; frameworks and approaches for designing new interac-
tion techniques and intuitive visualization; novel visual interactive techniques target-
ing mobile devices; scalability issues; context and usage issues; accessibility and usa-
bility issues; interaction and visualization for mobile smart watches; user-centric in-
teraction/visualization; testing/evaluation; tools and environments to support the de-
signing and building of interactive visualization; case studies and best practices. 

Target Audience 
The workshop targets at researchers and practitioners with a background in interac-

tion design, UX design, visualization, HCI, or mobile app development. The work-
shop provides a platform for discussing issues and limitations regarding design and 
implementation of intuitive interaction modes and visualizations for mobile devices as 
well as how to overcome current limitations and user disaffection through novel ap-
proaches and techniques. 

Expected Outcomes 
The workshop aims at achieving the following outcomes: 

• Consolidating research and practices related to interaction design and visualization 
design in the context of current mobile apps and devices; 

• Establishing a platform for bringing the interested communities (such as interac-
tion/UX designers, HCI/visualization experts, etc.) closer together to discuss how 
to make changes in the existing approaches and frameworks, as well as to examine 
novel methods for designing useful and intuitive interaction and visualization; 

• Growing the body of knowledge related to interaction and visualization design for 
the current mobile environment and identifying challenges and future avenues for 
research relevant to both academia and industry;  

• Providing a dedicated forum to the relevant communities for exchanging ideas and 
best practices; thus, foster collaboration between industry and academia. 
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